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SYMBOL UNIT DESCRIPTION 
L   m Length of the beam 
a   m Excitation location in horizontal direction 
x   m Horizontal coordinate 
i   Number of spring 
ix   Horizontal position for i
th spring 
u   m Vertical coordinate 
t   sec Time 
ik   N/s Stiffness of i
th spring 
ic   Nm/s Damp of i
th spring 
0f   N/s Constant distributed load 
( )f t   N External excitation force 
ρ   kg/m3 Density of beam 
A   m2 Cross section area of beam 
E   N/m2 Young’s modulus of beam 
I   m4 Area moment of inertia for the beam 
iδ   m Initial gap for ith spring 
( )
liftR
i  or ( )contactR
i   Region for lift-off or contact in phase plane 
T   Nm Kinetic energy of the system 
U   Nm Potential energy of the system 
xii 
 
D   Nm Rayleigh dissipation function 
dW   Nm Virtual work 
j    Sequence of modes 
N    Total number of modes 
( )jU  or ( )jΨ    Mode shape for jth mode 
(x)W    General solution of modal functions  
pq    Solution for p
th modal function 
β  1/m Auxiliary parameter for modal frequency 
jω  rad/s Natural frequency for j
th mode 
ω   rad/s Excitation frequency  
0ω  rad/s Primary resonant frequency (SDOF) 
0ζ  Ns/m Damping ratio (SDOF) 
1,2,3R   Linear regions in phase plane (SDOF) 
1,2,3Rˆ   Linear regions after non-dimensional (SDOF) 
, ,1,2α βΣ    Hyper-surface in phase plane 
z   Non-dimensional vertical displacement (SDOF)
0z    Non-dimensional initial position (SDOF) 
τ    Non-dimensional time (SDOF) 
0F    Non-dimensional preload (SDOF) 
1F    Non-dimensional excitation force (SDOF) 
Ω    Non-dimensional excitation frequency (SDOF)
?f    Piecewise function 
ξ    Disturbance  
J    Jacobian 
xiii 
 
(, )Φ    Variational function 
S    Saltation matrix 
Tn    Normal factor of hyper-surface 
τˆ    Scaled time factor 
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Some mechanical systems with gaps such as in disc brakes and Cardan joints exhibit 
nonlinearity under certain load conditions, which is unpredictable and highly sensitive to 
initial conditions. Previous studies were mainly focused on either a single-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) system or a flexible beam with uniform elastic foundation. The analysis of 
this thesis is a combination of these two where gaps are first introduced to a flexible beam 
model. A model of a beam resting on compliant foundation with gaps has been developed 
and analyzed. The assumed modes method is used to derive the equations of motion 
(EOM’s) for the system. The responses of both rigid and flexible beam systems with linear 
piecewise contact vibration is considered. For the rigid beam system with only transverse 
DOF, the piecewise linear function method and non-dimension analysis are used to 
determine the solution. For the multi-DOF system, the EOM’s are solved by numerical 
time integration. The pseudo-arc continuation and Floquet multipliers provide the 
completed frequency response along with relevant stability information. The primary 
resonance has been analyzed in different parameters. Several types of bifurcations are 
observed around the resonant frequency, some leading to chaotic motion within a small 
range of excitation frequencies. For the parametric analysis, the effect of gaps, excitation 
xv 
 
force, constraint load, damping and number of springs on the response are discussed, which 
are used to describe the types of nonlinear response (softening/hardening or both) shown 





CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Clearance gaps exist in many mechanical systems due to design requirements, 
manufacturing errors, structural failure or even between each part of a well-assembled 
machine operated for longer time periods.  For example, during a braking process, the brake 
pads are brought into contact with the brake disc slowing down the wheel rotation. The 
contact surface is not smooth with gaps appearing between the pads and disk. A more 
common example is a gear system, when the system is in operation, where there are also 
gaps between meshing teeth. 
A system with gaps could show poor performance in terms of vibration and noise, 
especially around its resonant frequencies. While the resonant frequencies are not constant 
for this nonlinear system with gaps, they depend on the excitation load. It is important to 
analyze the frequency response and find any regular patterns. Many studies have been done 
in the past for different types of models with gaps or discontinuous stiffness, from the 
simplest system with only single-DOF to a plate resting on an elastic foundation with 
infinite degrees of freedom. But there is still not a unified method appropriate for most of 
these models. More often than not, in order to analyze every aspect of the model, more than 





Figure 1-1. Brake system 
The project for this thesis is related to automobile brake system as shown in Figure 
1-1. If the friction material is soft enough when compared to brake disc, the system can be 
simplified to a vibro-impact model with only rigid DOFs, or a more detailed model, which 
being a free-plate resting on the elastic foundation. Since the elastic foundation is not 
uniform but with gaps, its irregularity is hard to analyze directly. One strategy for analysis 
for analyzing is to start with a 1-D elastic foundation with a free-free beam rather than a 
plate. In mathematics, a uniform beam is similar to a uniform plate, they both have the 
same form of differential equations. The uncoupled dimensions can be treated separately 
by using the separation of variables. Some similar phenomena like “lift-off” or “symmetry 
breaking” occur even in a simplified model with a beam rather than a plate. 
In chapter 2, a generic model with detailed parameters is presented in the beginning, 
followed by the derivation of EOM’s using the Lagrange equations and assumed modes 
method, some special cases are discussed later. One is an axisymmetric system with a 
sinusoid excitation applied on the middle of the beam and which has only translational 
mode limiting its deflection to one direction. Therefore, the EOM’s of the system can be 
simplified to a piecewise linear function. Its general solution for position and velocity can 







also be obtained in each linear region. The second case is a beam with both translational 
and rotational modes. In this situation, Runge-Kutta numerical method is preferred since it 
is hard to find the analytical solution for highly coupled systems. Prior to implementing 
the numerical method, some approximation should be done for the code efficiency. The 
last part of chapter 2 is the stability analysis for the steady-state solution.  
In chapter 3, MATLAB and XPPAUT are discussed in programming steps. Also, the 
basic idea for plotting a complete nonlinear frequency response diagram is shown. The 
advantages and disadvantages for coding by MATLAB and XPPAUT are also compared. 
In chapter 4, the frequency response plots for different cases are studied step by step. 
The influence of different parameters is analyzed and compared by varying each of them 
separately. For the rigid beam case, frequency response plots capturing the unstable 
branches using the pseudo-arc continuation are discussed. A very detailed list of bifurcation 
types is presented and identified. For the flexible beam case, the beam’s mode shape around 
each resonant frequency and higher mode resonances are highlighted. The last section of 
the thesis draws a conclusion from all the results, and recommendations for future work 
are provided. 
1.2 Literature Review 
As mentioned, the vibro-impact, which is the repeated impact between each 
component resulted from the gaps [1] has been investigated for decades, and it has been 
simplified into two categories of models. One is a piecewise linear discrete system model 
with one or more translational degrees of freedom and the other is a model with continuous 




1.2.1 Piecewise Linear Discrete System 
For this category of model, the system usually contains one or more rigid bodies and 
the constraint are springs with different length. Most of the scholars attempted to address 
the non-linear behaviors from a purely analytical perspective. In early times, some of them 
studied single-DOF models [2,3,4,5] by using the piecewise linear function and treated the 
gaps using both analytical and digital simulation methods to display the frequency response. 
Harmonic balance method is the most popular method for solving the multi-DOF systems 
coupled with nonlinear oscillators [6,7]. Maezawa [8] used the harmonic balance method 
with perfect Fourier series method in studying super-harmonic resonances up to the second 
order. Chao and Noah [9] used a harmonic balance Newton-Raphson method (HBNR or 
GNR) combined with a fast Fourier transform method to determine all possible super-
harmonic and sub-harmonic resonances. Lau and Zhang [10] introduced the incremental 
harmonic balance (IHB) method, a method that was initially used for quasi-periodic 
vibrations of continuous systems. The harmonic balance method is suitable for 
investigating near-resonant responses. However, this method requires significant 
computational cost and does not provide convincing enough results for bifurcation analysis. 
Another popular solution method is numerical time integration [11], a method that 
can be used to find both transient and steady-state response for given set of initial 
conditions. Nevertheless, numerical time integration alone cannot be used to find the 
unstable bifurcation branch, the optimization is also necessary for setting up integral steps 
and tolerance. With the rapid development of computers, mathematical computational tools 




commands for solving numerical problems in much shorter time. And the AUTO is 
designed to find unstable branches by using the continuation technique.  
 In order to improve programming procedure, analytical simplifications and smooth 
procedures are still necessary for getting the accurate and complete solution. Natsiavas 
[15,16] did considerable investigation on a system with asymmetric constraints (as Figure 
1-2 shows) and discovered many types of bifurcations in the frequency response plots. 
Leine [ 17 ] also concentrated on the Filippov type mechanical models (continuous 
displacements and velocities, but exhibit discontinuities.) and solved these models by using  
Filippov theory, generalized derivatives and Floquet theory. 
 For a complete procedure of numerical analysis, the very first step is to write down 
the system’s EOM’s into standard first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) form. 
After that, Natsiavas [15,18] showed how to solve these piecewise equations in each linear 
region. Boundary conditions are enforced to determine the solution over one period of time, 
followed by the analysis of stability by adding a small perturbation at the initial condition. 
The alternate method [16,17], the numerical shooting method is used to find the steady 
state solution. Follow-up stability analysis for this method is performed by calculating the 
Jacobian for each linear region and determining the corresponding saltation matrix at each 
‘discontinuity’ through continuation and smoothing methods, with both methods giving 





Figure 1-2. Model of an oscillator with an obstacle. 
1.2.2 Continuous Body with Uniform Elastic Foundation 
On the other side, investigators are more and more interested in the systems with a 
continuous body resting on a tensionless foundation, in which a portion of the beam is 
lifted off. Choros and Adams [19] studied the infinite beam with tensionless Winkler 
foundation which is composited by linear springs that are infinitesimally close [20]. Celep, 
Malaika and Abu-Hussein [21] have developed the non-dimensional EOM’s for a model 
of a free-free beam resting on a tensionless foundation with no gap (shown in Figure 1-3). 
Kaschievt and Mikhajlovt [22] used both Newton’s method and finite element method to 
find the deflection of beam and lift-off region in the same system. Co?kun [23] also solved 
a similar model with cubic nonlinearity in a tensionless Winkler foundation. In recent years, 
more work has been done on developing the semi-analytical methodologies, such as Ritz 
type approach [24] and the incremental harmonic balance (IHB) type approach [25,26].  
During the same time, some studies even extended the 1-D beam to a 2-D circular or 












can convert this continuous problem to a discrete one) to simplify the EOM’s of a model, 
which being a free rectangular/circular plate model with a tensionless foundation [29]. 
 
 
Figure 1-3. Beam on a non-linear tensionless Winkler foundation. 
1.3 Closure 
As mentioned above, many papers have been published on nonlinear behavior of the 
vibration with tensionless foundation. However, there are very few studies on the elastic 
foundation with gaps, which means all elastic springs with different lengths. The problem 
therefore becomes much more complex, and it is impossible to find an analytical solution 
for such a system. The research in this thesis combines both types of models with gaps and 
mainly focuses on analyzing the influence of gaps on the resonant peak of the system’s 
frequency response using numerical approach.Equation Section (Next) 
L







Equation Section (Next) 
CHAPTER 2. SYSTEM MODELING 
In this section, a physical model with generic parameters is developed to help study 
the effects of the gap nonlinearities. The assumed modes method is used to generate the 
EOM’s for the model with the help of Lagrange’s equation and piecewise function. The 
model is investigated step by step, from a symmetric model with only translational DOF 
through an asymmetric continuous model. Detailed approaches for these different cases are 
also presented. 
2.1 Derivation of Model 
 
Figure 2-1. Generic beam-spring model. 
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An Euler-Bernoulli beam is placed on a compliant foundation with spring elements 
having different lengths, resulting in gaps between the beam and the springs. Contact 
between the beam and the compliant foundation is maintained only by force, and as a result, 
the beam can lift off the foundation. An external point-load force ( )f t  is applied at 
location a  on the beam in addition to a constant distributed load 0f  also acting downward 
on the beam. The beam displacement ( , )u x t   has a zero value when the beam is just in 
contact with the longest spring. The initial gap for each spring is the length difference 
between the undeformed length of that spring and that of the longest spring. The springs 
have stiffnesses ik , viscous damping coefficients ic  and locations at positions ix , for 
1,2,...,i n= . 
Here the assumed modes approximation along with the Euler-Lagrange equations is 
used for deriving the EOM’s for the model in Figure 2-1. Shown below are the expressions 
for kinetic energy, potential energy, Rayleigh dissipation function and virtual work acting 
on the system by the external loading: 
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( ) ( , ) ( , )( )
L L
x a du x t dx du x tdW f t f dxδ −= +? ? ,  (2.6) 
respectively, and where: 
( , )i i iu x t δΔ = − , 
with iδ = initial gap for the ith spring. When the beam is in contact with the ith spring, the 
contact/lift conditions can be described by the regions )lift
(R i  and ( )contactR
i  in the ( , )iu x t -
( , )iu x t?  plane given below: 
)
lift
( ( , ) 0 for  ( , ) 0R
( , ) k ( ( , ) ) 0 for  ( , ) 0
i i i
i i i i i i
i u x t u x t
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These are shown in Figure 2-2 , with ( )iαΣ  and 
( )i
βΣ  being the hyper-surfaces forming the 
boundaries between )lift
(R i  and ( )contactR
i . 
 
Figure 2-2?Contact condition for ith spring. 
( , )iu x t

















Given below is the transverse displacement of the beam: 
 
1
( , ) ( ) ( )j j
N
j
u x t x q t
=
= Ψ?   (2.7) 
where ( );   1,2,3j x j N=Ψ ?  are a set of trial functions that satisfy at least the free-free 
geometric boundary conditions (BC’s) of the problem. Geometric BC’s are those that 
specify the ‘geometric’ of response at the boundaries; that is, those specifying 
displacements or slopes. While for a free-free beam system, there is no geometric BC’s but 
only natural BC’s, which means any trial function would be fine. Here we will use the 
mass-normalized mode shapes for the free-free beam as our trial functions (including the 
two rigid body modes), 
( )ˆ( ) ( )jj x U xΨ = . 
For mass-normalized and orthogonal modes: 
 ( ) )
0




k j kx x dx
j k
AU Uρ =?= ?
≠??

















 . (2.9) 
Note that the first two orthogonal rigid modes are written as follows: 
 (1) ( ) 1 (arbitary constant)U x = , (2.10)           
 (2) ( )
2
LU x x= − . (2.11) 




 sinh cos si( ) cosh nx B x C x D xW x A β β β β+ + += , (2.12) 
with the following boundary conditions: 
             
2 3 2 3
2 2
0 0
3 30, 0, 0, 0
x x x L x L
d W d W d W d W
dx dx dx dx
= = = =
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
= = = =? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
. 
We can find: 
 A C= , (2.13) 
 B D= , (2.14) 
 sinh ccos oh s sin 0L B L C L DA Lβ β β β+ − − = , (2.15) 
 cosh ssin ih n cos 0L B L C L DA Lβ β β β+ + − = . (2.16) 
Combing the above equations shows that the constants A and B have a nonzero solution if 
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from which we had:  
 coco s 1sh L Lβ β = .  (2.18) 
The lowest five nonzero roots for equation (2.18) are listed in Table 2-1. 
 
Table 2-1. Lowest five modes roots. 
1Lβ  2Lβ  3Lβ  4Lβ  5Lβ  
4.73  7.85  11.00  14.14  17.28  
Note that the roots can be approximated by:  




With the arbitrary choice of 1jD = , we have: 


















= = ,  (2.21) 
with these, we can combine equations (2.19),(2.20) and (2.21) into equation(2.12) to get 
the following modal functions as: 
( ) ( ) cosh 1sinh ,2,3cos sinj j j j j j j j jx B x C x D xW x A jβ β β β= =+ + + ? ,       (2.22) 
together with the two rigid modal functions equation (2.10) and equation (2.11), we obtain 
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are the natural frequencies of the free-free beam. The first 





= ≥ and (2)ˆ ( )U x are rigid body modes as 21 0ω ω= = . 
Therefore, [ ]M and [ ]beamK are diagonal matrices of the form: 
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Applying Lagrange’s equations: 
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which along with equations (2.26), (2.27), (2.29), (2.35), produces the following set of 
damped EOM’s: 
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2.2 Single Degree-of-Freedom System with Symmetric Foundation  
 
Figure 2-3. Beam-spring axisymmetic model (single-DOF). 
We will first consider a model having only a single-DOF system (N=1) using only 
the translational rigid body mode in the EOM. In this model, the springs (1) and (4) on the 
two sides have the same length while the two middle springs (2) and (3) are of equal length 
but are shorter than the outer springs by amount of iδ . All springs have the same damping 
coefficient c   and same stiffness k . A harmonic point force 1 sin )(f tω  is applied at the 
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Equation (2.38) for the system becomes: 
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  (2.41) 
where 1R  , 2R   and 3R  are three regions as shown in Figure 2-4. 1R  is the region when 
the beam is liftoff totally, 2R  is the region when the beam is in contact with spring 1 and 





Figure 2-4. Regions in state space   
It is seen that the hyper surface Σ   is asymmetric, when the beam moves toward the 
springs, the contact occurs at specific positions at 0u =  and iu δ= . When the beam moves 
away from the springs, it loses contact with the springs resulting in zero force. For the total 
liftoff (no contact) region 1R  shown in Figure 2-4, where 0u <  or 1,4 0f = : 
 1
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R








.  (2.42) 
Similarly, 2R  represents the region when the beam is in contact with spring 1 and 4, where 
0 iu δ≤ < or ( 1,4 0f < and 2,3 0f = ): 
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and for the beam in contact with all four springs, where i yδ ≤  or 1,2,3,4 0f < : 
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With this, the non-dimensional subspace is as represented in Figure 2-5. 
 
Figure 2-5. Regions after non-dimensional. 
With the above non-dimensional parameters substituted into equations (2.42), (2.43) and 
(2.44), these regions become: 
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Figure 2-6 shows the restoring force plot before and after non-dimensionalization 
(left and right). Note that in non-dimensional variable, 0 0z =  corresponds to the condition 





Figure 2-6. Asymmetric piecewise-linear restoring force. 
Since the system is piecewise linear, the general solution in each linear region is the 
combination of homogenous solution and particular solution. In region 1Rˆ , where the 
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By considering the initial conditions (0)z  and (0)z′  at 0τ , the two constant 1C  and 2C  are 
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The particular solution is: 
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Using the initial conditions at 0τ τ=  constants are evaluated as:  
2 1 0 1 0















− Ω Ω − Φ . 
Similarly, in region 3Rˆ , where the beam is in contact with all four springs, the 
homogeneous solution is: 
 02 2 21 0 2 0[ sin( 2 4 ) cos( 2 4 )]hz e E E
ζ τ ζ ζτ τ−= − + − .  (2.55) 
The particular solution is: 
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Using the initial conditions the constants are found to be: 
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Figure 2-7. Motion trajectory example.  
Using equations (2.51), (2.54) and (2.57), the complete time response for any given 














exact time for crossing each hyper-surface Σ  can also be solved by Newton’s method. 
Figure 2-7 is a phase diagram with the time sequence 1 2 3 40 5τ τ τ τ τ τ→ → → → →  . 
2.3 Two Degree-of-Freedom System with Symmetric Foundation 
 
Figure 2-8. Two degree-of-freedom system beam-spring model. 
Here we will consider a model with two DOFs ( 2N =  ) using both translational and 
rotational rigid mode in the EOM’s. In this model, x  coordinate is zero at the beam’s left 
edge. All four springs are evenly spaced as shown in Figure 2-8. For lightly damped system, 
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Figure 2-9. Liftoff condition for ith spring. 
Comparing with the regions shown in Figure 2-4, we see that the “zero force” 
condition is no longer considered and the hyper-surface ( )iΣ  is only relative to beam’s 
transverse displacement.  For a rigid beam with unit length, the assumed modes EOM’s for 
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and with the contact conditions of: 
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2.4 Numerical Shooting Technique and Pseudo-arc Continuation 
In this part, a method for finding the both stable and unstable periodic solutions will 
be introduced. Here we will use the numerical shooting technique. For a periodic response, 
we have the following boundary conditions: 
 2(0) ( )nz z π=
Ω
,  (2.60) 
 2(0) ( )nz z π′ ′
Ω
=   (2.61) 




In a single-DOF model, boundary equations (2.60) and (2.61) as well as the 
responses (2.51), (2.54) and (2.57) can be solved simultaneously using Newton-Raphson 
method. While for two-DOF model, it is not easy to obtain the solution analytically. Before 
applying the Newton-Raphson method, we will use numerical time integration for solving 
the EOM’s (2.59). 
Numerical continuation is desirable here in order to plot the complete frequency 
response. A commonly used continuation method is the pseudo-arc continuation, the 
method to be pursued here. With this approach, the length of the curve is used instead of 
the frequency as the dependent variable. So that we can track the complete curve including 
turnaround points. For this method, two additional boundary conditions are added: 
 2 2 2 21 1 1[ (0) (0)] [ (0) (0)] ( )n n n n n nz z z z+ + +′ ′− − Ω+ − + =Ω Δ ,  (2.62) 
 1 1 1 1
1 1
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n n n n n n n n
n n n nn
z z z z z z z z
σ
+ − + −
+ −
′ ′ ′ ′− − + − − +
− − =Ω −Ω Ω Ω
  (2.63) 
where the subscripts ‘ 1n − ’, ‘ n ’ and ‘ 1n + ’ correspond to ‘previous’, ‘current’ and ‘next’ 
points respectively on the curve. Δ  is the step length and 2σ−  is a negative real number. 
(For example, 1(0)nz −′ is the value of the initial velocity of z  at the previous Ω .) Equation 
(2.62) limits the distance between each point and equation (2.63) ensures ‘next’ and 
‘previous’ points are not overlapped. For this, there will be a total of four equations in 
terms of four unknowns: (0)z  , (0)z ′  ,Ω  and σ . And for each step, the initial guess is: 
 1 22n n nZ Z Z− −= −   (2.64) 




2.5 Stability Analysis 
Prior to performing stability analysis, the EOM (equation(2.49)) of the single-DOF 
model is written in the form of two dimensional first order ODE: 
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Let *z?  represent a periodic solution of equation (2.65). The stability of periodic solution  
*z?  can be reduces to considering the effect of a small perturbation ξ? : 
 *z z ξ= + ?? ? .  (2.66) 
Substituting this back into equation (2.65) gives: 
?'* ' ( * , )z f zξ ξ τ+ = +? ?? ? . 
Since ?'* ( *, )z f z τ=? ? , we find:  
 ? ?' ( * , ) ( *, )f z f zξ ξ τ τ= + −? ?? ? .  (2.67) 
Recall that the EOM (2.65) is a piecewise function. In each linear region, equation (2.67) 
can be written as: 
 ' ( *, )J zξ τ ξ=? ??   (2.68) 
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  (2.69) 
where 0 0 )( , Iτ τ =Φ , the variational equation [30] is: 
 0 0)( , (* ),( , )J z τττ τ τ=Φ Φ⋅?
?
,  (2.70) 
and within each linear region: 
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τ τ τ τ τΦ +Φ= ? ? .  (2.71) 
If there is a “jump” in the function at time pτ , then: 
 00 )( , ( , ( ,)S )p pτ τ τ τ τ τ+ −Φ Φ= Φ   (2.72) 
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where n  is the normal factor perpendicular to the hyper-surface Σ , the subscript ‘ i ’ and ’
j ’ correspond to the regions where the trajectory comes from and goes into. From Figure 
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The eigenvalues of the fundamental matrix solution 0 0T t( , )t +Φ  are known as the 
Floquet multipliers. For a stable system, the Floquet multipliers iλ  must lie within the unit 
circle in the complex plane [31]. If a multiplier leaves the unit circle at 1λ = +  , this 
corresponds a transcritical bifurcation or saddle-node (or fold) bifurcation or pitchfork 
bifurcation. A multiplier leaving the unit circle at 1λ = −  corresponds to a period-doubling 
(or flip) bifurcation. All other departures of the unit circle are classified to Hopf 
bifurcations [32]. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a generic model for studying the effects of gap nonlinearities on the 
response of a flexible beam resting on an elastic foundation system is introduced. The 
EOM’s are derived by using the assumed modes method. Two symmetric models are 
considered, one having a single DOF and the other with two DOFs. For the single DOF 
model, a complete analytical solution is obtained in the form of a piece-wise function.  
Two methods are used for obtaining the frequency response. One is frequency sweep 




with more than one mode, numerical time integration is used at the beginning for both 
methods. Floquet multipliers at the jump conditions are used to determine stability. In the 






CHAPTER 3. PROGRAMMING AND SIMULATION PROCEDURE 
Two approaches will be used in studying the nonlinear response of the beam contact 
system. The primary approach will follow the programming of the analysis described in 
the preceding chapter in MATLAB, the other method will be using an existing code of 
XPPAUT [14] for determining the steady-state response. 
3.1 Implementation Using MATLAB 
In MATLAB, every aspect of the analysis procedure is managed in a single program: 
solving the ODEs, plotting the response curves, measuring the amplitude, applying the 
boundary conditions and creating the animation. Also, it is flexible to pick up any 
parameter or auxiliary function for the parametric analysis. Following are the main features 
of this coding: 
1. Solve the ODEs through either numerical integration via ‘ode45’ which is based on 
Runge-Kutta Method, or the piecewise linear solution procedure. Steady-state 
conditions are met when the magnitude difference between two successive peaks falls 
within a given tolerance. The last condition is used as the new initial condition for the 
next frequency value in the frequency sweep. For the numerical shooting technique and 
pseudo-arc continuation method, the command ‘fsolve’ (based on Newton-Raphson 




requires a sufficiently good initial guess to insure convergence. The method for 
choosing this initial guess was presented in chapter 2. 
2. The stability of the periodic solution is performed using Floquet Theory. As shown in 
equation (2.72), the ‘Jump’ time between the two regions has to be found. After the 
fundamental matrix (0,T)Φ  is calculated, the command ‘eig’ is used for the 
eigenvalues analysis. 
3. For the parametric analysis, we can define auxiliary functions for tracking the 
transverse displacement/velocity, slope, angular velocity for any position on the beam, 
finding out the lift-off or contact condition for any spring and so on. We can also plot 
the response with different values of a particular parameter in one figure and view the 
animation of the system in one period.  
 
Figure 3-1. Two different methods for rigid beam (at x=0.5). 
Using MATLAB one cannot verify the results since most of the functions are user-
defined. For each step, two methods are compared. For example, in coding the EOM’s of 
the system, traditional Lagrange equation method is used for verifying the result deriving 

























by the assumed modes method. Figure 3-1 is the time response for different methods 
simulating the 2-mode model for a chosen set of parameters. From this plot, these two 
methods have nearly the same result expect when the beam loses contact with all four 
springs (a large value of position). After several tests with different parameters, it can be 
concluded that both methods are convergent, and the error does not expand with the time.  
3.2 Implementation Using XPPAUT 
XPPAUT is a tool for solving differential equations, difference equations, delay 
equations, functional equations and boundary value problems [14]. It is based on XPP and 
also contains the code of AUTO, which is a strong and popular bifurcation program. The 
data of one program can be used in the other. The operational interface can be switched 
back and forth as well. AUTO is designed for limited bifurcation analysis of algebraic 
systems of the form: 
( , ) 0f x y = , , yf  are real,  
and systems of ordinary differential equations of the form: 
'(t) ( , y(t))y f x= , , yf  are real. 
The above equation has corresponding initial conditions, boundary conditions, and integral 
constraints. Since the system for XPPAUT is assumed to be autonomous, all non-
autonomous systems need first to be transferred to autonomous form. But before plotting 
the frequency response, several steps should be followed for generating the frequency 
response with XPPAUT: 







2. Transform the non-autonomous term sin( )tβ  to u , where u  is the solution for the 





















with initial condition: (0) 0u = . Similarly, the expression for v  is cos( )tβ .  
3. The arctan function is used to smooth the piecewise function for stability analysis 
(shown in Figure 3-2), where ( ( ))sign f x  is replaced with 2 arctan( ( ))f x
π
ε , for 1ε ? . 
For the single-DOF model, a bifurcation plot is generated using both MATLAB and 
XPPAUT, applying two different methods mentioned in this section. An optimal ε  is 
chosen for two-DOF system. 
 
Figure 3-2. arctan function vs step function, ( )f x x= . 
  























CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The goal of this study is to determine the nonlinear response in a generic beam-spring 
model, and to understand the influence of gaps and other parameters on the resonant peaks. 
In this chapter, the response of single-DOF and two-DOF rigid body response are explored, 
as well as for the higher order compliant models. The non-linearity of the system is evolved 
with the increasing of modes number, in consequence, the irregular resonant peaks and 
complicate bifurcation branches are shown in the frequency response. In the latter part of 
this section, the parametric investigation for the flexible beam system is presented by using 
the frequency sweep method, where all unstable bifurcation branches are ignored. 
4.1 Single Degree-of-Freedom Response 
The frequency response for the single-DOF system is plotted in two different ways 
mentioned previously, as shown in Figure 4-1. The resonant peak of this nonlinear system 
includes both hardening (bend to right) and softening process (bend to left) around the 
external period frequency ? =1. In Figure 4-1 (a), the transverse vibrating amplitude is 
equal to ( ) / 2max minz z−  ,where maxz  and minz  are the maximum and the minimum 
transverse displacement of the beam in steady state situation. In Figure 4-1 (b), the 








Figure 4-1. Frequency response for using MATLAB and XPPAUT with 1 0.06F = ,
0 0.4z = − , 0 0.03ζ = . 
 















































Figure 4-2. Absolute value of Floquet multipliers for 1 0.06F = , 0 0.4z = − ,
0 0.03ζ = . 
 
As shown in Figure 4-2, the absolute values of Floquet multipliers starts with 
| | 0.76λ =  when the frequency is ? =0.7. For the amplitude around 0.4 (point 1), the beam 
loses contact with the two middle springs, and makes the amplitude plot bend to the right 
(hardening process). The corresponding Floquet multipliers makes a turn to be smaller. 
When the frequency reaches around ? =1.02 (point 2), the two complex eigenvalues jump 
to two distinct real eigenvalues in two directions. One path of eigenvalues rapidly leaves 
the unit cycle, which indicates an unstable path, as shown in Figure 4-3 with dashed line 
corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation point. 
The Floquet multipliers path returns to the unit circle at its highest amplitude value 
(point 3), with the entire region between points 2 and point 4 being a softening phenomenon. 
This softening response results from the beam losing contact with all four springs. The 
smooth curve, which indicates all the period steady state solutions are with a fundamental 
frequency of ?. Around ?=1.08 (point 4), the beam is in contact with the side springs 




















throughout the entire?period and the path returns to the original hardening process. This 
hardening phenomenon ends around ?=1.07 (point 5) and the response becomes linear 
after that. 
The corresponded mean value is shown in Figure 4-1(b), the mean value is 
throughout -0.4 the linear region (before point 1 and after point 5). In the nonlinear region, 
the mean value has the similar bending tendency in the negative direction. From the 
coordinate defined in this system, the smaller the mean value, the higher the beam’s 
position. Therefore the beam has the highest position for the largest vibrating amplitude at 
point 3. 
 
Figure 4-3. Frequency response for different 1F  with 0 00.03, 0.4zζ = = − . 
 























Figure 4-4. Initial conditions for different 1F  with 0 00.03, 0.4zζ = = − . 
The frequency response plot for the system with different levels of excitation force 
1F  is shown in Figure 4-3, for the system with a low amplitude excitation, the frequency 
response is totally linear and its resonant peak is symmetric (the green curve). When the 
excitation force increases, the vibration amplitude increases as well. Once the vibration 
amplitude reaches around 0.4, the beam would first make contact with the two middle 
springs and bend to the right (red plot). If the excitation force continues increasing, the 
beam would totally lift off (blue and black curves). 
The initial conditions for different frequencies are shown in Figure 4-4, the shape is 
an ellipse when the response is linear and an “egg” for a nonlinear response. The unstable 
solutions portion of the solution branch as shown as dashed lines. 
When the gaps are initially closed, the frequency response plot first bends to the left, 
followed by a bending to the right. As shown in Figure 4-5, the resonant peak is symmetric 
(green) when two middle gaps are right closed at the static condition ( 0 0z = ). When 0z  is 
positive, the resonance first bends to the left. Note that the tendency to bend left (softening) 

























or bend right (hardening) is a direct function of the magnitude of the time dependent 
loading. 
 
Figure 4-5. Frequency response for different 0z  with 0 10.03, 0.06Fζ = = . 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Initial conditions for different 0z  with 0 10.03, 0.06Fζ = = . 
The influence of damping ratio on frequency response is shown in Figure 4-7. If the 
damping ratio is sufficiently large ( 0 0.08ζ = ), the system is linear resulting in a normally 





















































symmetric resonant peak. A reduction in damping initially leads to a hardening response, 
while further reduction providing a softening behavior. 
 
Figure 4-7. Frequency response for different 0ζ  with 0 10.4, 0.06z F= − = . 
In a nonlinear forced response, the “backbone” curve provides considerable 
information on the resonant frequencies and the hardening vs. softening types of response. 
These backbone curves are found by determining the amplitude-frequency relations 
corresponding to frequency response. The backbone curves for this single-DOF system is 
shown in Figure 4-8 for different levels of static displacement 0z . 























Figure 4-8. Backbone plot for different 0z  with 0 10.03, 0.06Fζ = = . 
As we can observe, for a small 0z  and oscillating amplitude, the system is linear 
because the beam only vibrates within region 2Rˆ  , the corresponding natural frequency is
1 1nω = . Similar, the system is also linear and the beam vibrates within region 3Rˆ  for a 
enough large magnitude 0z , the corresponding linear natural frequency is 2 2nω = . For 
0 0z = , the system is locally linear since its oscillating frequency is independent with its 
initial condition except for a totally lift-off initial position. When the beam is released, it 
will take 1/4 period for it to reach the equilibrium point ( 0 0z = ), where the beam is in 
contact with all four springs, and the vibration is still linear for the next 1/2 period until the 
beam loses contact with two middle spring. Thus, the beam loses and gets contact with the 
two middle springs every 1/2 period of time, the frequency satisfy the basic relationship
1 2
2 1 1
n n nω ω ω
= + , for 1 1nω =  and 2 2nω = , 1.17nω ≈ .  




























The same situation happens in the forced period condition (see Figure 4-9). The 
resonant frequencies are fixed with the varying of the exciting force. On the other hand, 
the 1/2 and 1/3 super-harmonic resonant peaks (Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10) appear in the 
plot. The 2 times sub-harmonic peaks which are period doubling stable branches also 
appear at ? =2.4. These peaks are comparatively more visible in a right-closed gaps static 
condition system due to the fact that the system is permanently nonlinear regardless of the 
vibration amplitude. For any other gaps’ size, there is minimum required vibration 
amplitude for the beam to loose or regain contact with the springs and trigger the nonlinear 
characteristic. For any frequency response curves produced through the numerical 
continuation method, it is impossible to find the super-harmonic or sub-harmonic peaks if 
they are isolated from other part of response curve. These are not discussed in this thesis.  
For 0 0z < , it is seen in Figure 4-8 that the free response is decreased. This results 
from the observation that a smaller 0z  is equivalent to a smaller gravity. Once the beam 
totally lifts off, it will take longer time to return to the foundation. Finally, for a sufficiently 
large excitation force, the symmetric resonance also bends to left for the beam lifting off 





Figure 4-9. Frequency response for different 1F  with 0 00.03, 0zζ = = (Right-close-
gaps initial condition). 
 
 
Figure 4-10. Initial conditions for different 1F  with 0 00.03, 0.4zζ = = − . 
4.2 Two Degree-of-Freedom System 
Using the two-DOF model developed in section 2.3, we have the following frequency 
response for amplitude at the midpoint of the beam ( 0.5x = ).  





















































Figure 4-11. Frequency response with 1 0.06F = , 0 0.4z = − , 0 0.03ζ = , 0.5x = . 
 








































Figure 4-11. Continued. 



































Figure 4-11. Continued. 
 
Figure 4-12. Frequency response for angle (2nd mode) with 1 0.06F = , 0 0.4z = − ,
0 0.03ζ = , 0.5x = . 
 
From Figure 4-11, the main branch (blue curve) is exactly identical with the single-
DOF response studied in the last section since this corresponds to the response of a single 
mode. However, its stability is quite different. Apart from four saddle-node bifurcation 
points at ?=1.014, ?=0.967, ?=1.079 and ?=1.065 (labeled as symbol ‘s-n’), there are 


































four period-doubling bifurcation points occurring at ?=1.014, ?=0.973, ?=1.008 and 
?=1.078 (labeled as ‘p-d’). The corresponding Floquet multipliers are shown in Figure 
4-11(b)(c) and (d), where we have six Floquet multipliers in the complex plane, two of 
them are always 0 and 1 correspond to the non-anonymous sine (?t) terms as mentioned 
previously. 
As seen in Figure 4-12, there are two branches appearing when the beam has totally 
lifted off the spring. The beam loses symmetry at these branches, which means the second 
rotational mode is excited. As Figure 4-11 shows, the black branch is unstable while the 
red one is in mixed conditions of stable and unstable. From left to right, a saddle-node 
bifurcation occurs at ?=0.974. It is stable between ?=0.974 and ?=1.056 and the time 
response is shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. Then comes with a torus bifurcation (or 
Hopf-Hopf bifurcation) [33] (labeled as H-H) between ?=1.056 and ?=1.074, which is 
shown in Figure 4-11(d), a pair of complex Floquet multipliers cross the unit circle that is 
not irrational fraction of 2?. During this region, the chaotic phenomenon appears as Figure 
4-15 and Figure 4-16 show, where the period of the system is infinity. Figure 4-17 and 
Figure 4-18 are its Poincare maps in global stable situation, as we can see in Figure 4-11(a), 
there is no stable solution for ?=1.06, whose both solutions are unstable.  
The mean value of the beam response is also shown in Figure 4-11(e). Note that even 





Figure 4-13. Phase plane for displacement at 1Ω =  (stable branch). 
 
 
Figure 4-14. Phase plane for angle at 1Ω =  (stable branch). 



























Figure 4-15. Phase plane for displacement at ?=1.06. 
 
 
Figure 4-16. Phase plane for angle at ?=1.06. 






























Figure 4-17. Poincare map for displacement at ?=1.06. 
 
 
Figure 4-18. Poincare map for angular velocity at ?=1.06. 
All the frequency response diagrams analyzed thus far are for tracking the motion at 
the center of the beam ( / 2)x L= . Equation (2.58) indicates that 2nd mode has zero 
contribution on the transverse displacement at the center of the beam. Thus, the middle 
point is not sufficient to qualitatively represent the motion of the beam. The analysis for 





































the motion of a second point is desired, Figure 4-19 shows the frequency response at 
0.21x =  , the main branch (blue curve) is the same but the period-doubling branches show 
a considerable difference. These two branches (black and red) have larger amplitudes and 
higher mean positions. We also see that 0.21x =  and 0.79x =  are symmetric with 0.5x =   
and they have the same frequency response of the amplitude, thus proving that the system 




Figure 4-19. Frequency response with 1 0.06F = , 0 0.4z = − , 0 0.03ζ = , 0.21x =  and 
0.79x = . 
 


















Figure 4-19. Continued. 
However, the bifurcation branches differ a lot when the softening process dominating 
the frequency response. From Figure 4-20 in an extreme situation, there are still two 
branches (black and red), while the red one is no longer a period doubling branch but has 
the same period as the excitation, and it connects with the main branch (blue) by pitchfork 
bifurcation points instead. The corresponding 2nd mode is also excited as Figure 4-21 shows, 
indicating that the system response is not symmetric. On the other hand, the black branch 
is with a period doubling bifurcation, but with a “zigzag” route and no longer cross the 
primary resonant peak, as shown in Figure 4-12. For the main branch (blue), the resonant 
peak is unstable in the large amplitude region. 



















Figure 4-20. Frequency response with 1 0.1F =  , 0 0.3z = − , 0 0.03ζ = , 0.5x = . 
 








































Figure 4-20. Continued. 
 
 
Figure 4-21. Frequency response for angle (2nd mode) with 1 0.1F =  , 0 0.3z = − ,
0 0.03ζ = , 0.5x = . 
 









































Figure 4-22. Phase plane for displacement at ?=0.9. 
 
 
Figure 4-23. Phase plane for angle at ?=0.9. 
The detailed phase diagram for a randomly chosen point A on the red branch is shown 
in Figure 4-23. We can see the displacement for the middle point is not affected by the 2nd 
mode as we predicted, while there is a sudden change in the angle phase diagram around
2 0.32q = .  































Finally, the bifurcations are complex and sensitive to the parameters, Figure 4-24 is 
the frequency response with different value of 1F , the red and blue curves are the two types 
of resonances we analyzed before and the black one is a resonance only shows the 
hardening behavior.  
 
Figure 4-24. Frequency response for different 1F  with 0 0.3z = − , 0 0.03ζ = , 0.5x = . 
4.3 Flexible Beam Behavior 
In this part, both pseudo-arc continuation method and frequency sweep method are 
used for plotting the frequency response. The former is much better on analyzing the 
bifurcation phenomenon, and it can plot the complete curve with both stable and unstable 
branches. When exploring the influence of the parameters in the system (for example: the 
length of gaps, the rigidity of the beam and the number of springs) we do not care about all 
the bifurcation information but instead are interested in a qualitative tendency. Here the 
frequency sweep method is preferred, and it has the sufficient accuracy in most of the cases. 






















Firstly, let us consider the system defined as Figure 4-25, the beam is no longer rigid 
but with the rigidity EI . The point of interest is at location x rather than the center of the 
beam. Near resonance, one or more modes might contribute to a much larger degree than 
others. In this section, much work will be focused on low frequency range, including only 
first 1 or 2 resonance peaks. The first aim is to choose a value of N  as small as possible 
that satisfies the target accuracy. 
 
Figure 4-25. Flexible beam model with 4 springs. 
 
Table 4-1. Constant parameters for model in Figure 4-25 (if unspecified). 
1 kg/mAρ =   1 mL =   
1 kgm =   3 or 5N =   
50 N/mk =   0.16 miδ =   
0.3 Ns/mc =   0.5 mx =   
0 10 Nf =   1 1 Nf =   
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With the parameters listed above, the frequency responses for different variables are 
shown in Figure 4-26 through Figure 4-30.  
Comparing Figure 4-26 (2 modes) and Figure 4-27 (3 modes), they have the same 
bifurcation branches and bending tendency. While for a flexible beam with 3 modes, the 
breaking point for hardening process is smaller (point 1) and the resonant peak is higher 
(point 2). For the beam with relatively large rigidity ( 2=41.7 N mEI ⋅ ), the higher modal 
responses are not obvious and can be ignored as shown in Figure 4-27 (3 modes) and Figure 
4-28 (5 modes). 
 
Figure 4-26. Frequency response with 2N = . 
 



















Figure 4-27. Frequency response with 241.7 N mEI = ⋅ , 3N = . 
 
 
Figure 4-28. Frequency response with 241.7 N mEI = ⋅ , 5N = . 
 
While for the responses of a beam with small rigidity shown in Figure 4-29 and 
Figure 4-30 ( 2=4.17 N mEI ⋅ ), another period doubling stable branch (green curve) appears. 
The resonant peak becomes much higher (point 2) and shifts to the left, which can be 
explained as: the softer the beam, the smaller its natural frequency. In the red period 

































doubling branch, the stable and unstable solutions are overlapped and have crossed at point 
3. The 5th mode is now producing a change in the response curve. It does not change the 
main shape of the peak but however affects the bifurcation points, especially for the green 
branch that we just discovered. As Figure 4-30(a) shows, the green branch shrinks into a 
small region (around 9.5 rad/sω = ). The mean value of frequency response for 5 modes 
system is shown in Figure 4-30(b).  
If we increase the modes to 9, 11 or even larger, it is expected that the frequency 
response will converge. However, this will resulting in increased programming and 
calculating time costs. Thus, for different rigidity, we optimize the modes number N  by 
several attempts.  
 
Figure 4-29. Frequency response with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 3N = . 
 























Figure 4-30. Frequency response with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 5N = . 









































Figure 4-31. Static deformation of the beam with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 5N = . 
 
Before we study the parameter in the system, a brief view of its physical 
characteristic is necessary before we study the parameters in the system. The static shape 
of the beam with the rigidity 2=4.17 N mEI ⋅  is shown in Figure 4-31. The beam bends 
downward with the effect of constant load 0f  and lifts off from the two middle springs 
(marked in blue squares). In vertical y axis, the position for the beam liftoff from two side 
springs is 1 my = , and the position for the beam gets contact with two middle springs is 
0.84 my = .  



























Figure 4-32. Frequency response with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.127 miδ = , 5N = . 
 






































Figure 4-32. Continued. 
Recall that in the rigid beam model, the frequency response is special when the gaps 
are just closed at the static condition, the sub-harmonic and super-harmonic resonances 
appear and the primary resonance is totally symmetric. These phenomena are also true for 
the flexible beam model, Figure 4-32 shows the frequency response with 0.127 miδ =  
where the gaps are just closed statically. The 1/2 and 1/3 super-harmonic resonances and 2 
time sub-harmonic resonance are as the same characteristic as those in a rigid beam model. 
The primary resonance is symmetric at its lower part but bends to the left for large 
amplitude, and it connects to a period doubling branch (black).   
Next, we will analyze the parameters by using frequency sweep method instead of 
the pseudo-arc continuation method. For a system with highly nonlinearity, the pseudo-arc 
continuation method requires much computational amount and sometimes stuck at the 
turning point. Besides, the unstable branches and some minor bifurcations are not 
important for studying the influence of parameters. The frequency responses by using both 



















frequency sweep method and continuation method are shown in Figure 4-33, which has the 
same model parameters as in Figure 4-30. The blue curve is the response by using 
continuation method, while the ‘red-circle’ trajectory is plotted by frequency sweep 
method. Note that the ‘red-circle’ trajectory includes both solutions of upsweep and 
downsweep, and the sweeping step is much smaller than what shown in figure. It can be 
seen that both methods have the same solutions in most of the frequencies. But the primary 
resonant peak by using frequency sweep method is not complete, without all the unstable 
solution and part of stable branches. Also, for 10.6 rad/sω ≈ , the response of frequency 
sweep method becomes erratic, which verify the previous analysis that there is no stable 
solution in that region. 
 
Figure 4-33?Comparison between continuation method and frequency sweep method. 























(b)                                           (c)                                            (d) 
Figure 4-34. Frequency response by frequency sweep method ( 0.01 rad/sωΔ = ) 
with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 5N = . 
 
Figure 4-34 is a detailed diagram for frequency sweep method, the red-cross is with 
the sweeping direction from right to left (upsweep) while the blue-circle is with the 
opposite direction (downsweep). In most portion of the curve, the upsweep and the 
downsweep are overlapped, but they have the different amplitude jump frequencies. The 
amplitude jump is the bound of the region where unstable solutions exist. For better 
understand the contact behavior, the time responses for some particular frequencies are 

























































































shown in Figure 4-34 (b) (c) and (d), the dashed lines are the contact positions, the blue 
curve and red curve are the time response of the blue-circle and red-cross in frequency 
response plot respectively. In Figure 4-34 (b) with 9.7 rad/sω = , the beam has two 
conditions, either lift off or not. While in Figure 4-34 (c) with 10.1 rad/sω =  , the beam 
lifts off for both conditions. Comparing this with Figure 4-35 (c) for the same ω  but a 
different interested point on the beam. We can see the blue curves are nearly the same but 
the red curves are totally different. This is a proof that some asymmetric modes being 
excited in red curves conditions. When ω  increases to 10.6 rad/s  around the erratic 
frequency region. From Figure 4-34 (a) and (d), the beam seems to loose contact with the 
springs at this frequency. Sometimes it lifts off while sometimes not and the time period 
for each frequency is different, it is even hard to measure the accurate amplitude from the 
time-domain response plot. 
Figure 4-35 is the frequency response with the same parameters as Figure 4-34 but 
at 0.23 mx = , which is used for checking the contribution of asymmetric modes (2nd and 
4th modes). Since the middle point ( 0.5 mx = ) is a node for even modes. From the time 
response in Figure 4-35 (b) (c) and (d), the period for the red curve is twice as the period 
for the blue curve, which verifies to be period doubling bifurcations. Beyond that, 
compared with 0.5 mx = , the vibration amplitude at 0.23 mx =  is larger with the effect 







(b)                                           (c)                                     (d) 
Figure 4-35. Frequency response with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.23 mx = , 5N = . 
Besides, the motion animation of the beam within two complete periods for these 
three frequencies are shown in Figure 4-36. All blue curves represent the same beam with 
the period of one and red for two. Obviously, the blue curves are always axisymmetric and 
repeat its motion in the second period while the red curves are not. This is very clear that 
the asymmetric even mode (2nd and 4th modes) being excited for the period doubling 
branches. 























































































Figure 4-36. Beam’s motion in 2 time periods with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 5N =  (springs 
are not plotted). 
 
Another way to check whether all the modes are being excited is by plotting the 
frequency response of each mode separately, which can also be used to locate the higher 
order resonant peaks. We track a random point’s movement ( 0.13x = ) on the beam with 
the same rigidity as previous analysis. As can be seen from the log scale frequency response 
in Figure 4-37, and the mode’s attribution in Figure 4-38, the symmetric mode 1, 3, 5 and 









































































Figure 4-37. Log scale frequency response with 24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.13 mx = , 
7N = . 
 
 
Figure 4-38. Modes’ contribution to the frequency response plot with 
24.17 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.13 mx = , 7N = . 
 
Through Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-40, we can see the evolution of the plot with the 
influence of rigidity ( EI ). With the larger rigidity, the peak begins bending to the right but 
also keeps the trend bending to left, which shows the beam sometimes loses contact with 





































amplitude increases with the decreasing of rigidity. Besides, it’s hard to judge whether the 
middle point has a larger amplitude compared with any other point on the beam.  
 
Figure 4-39. Frequency response for different EI  with 7N = . 
 
Figure 4-40. Frequency response for different EI  with 0.13 mx = , 7N = . 
The lift-off phenomenon does not only occur on the first resonant peak, but also 
occurs for the flexible resonant peaks when the beam is soft enough. This is shown in 
Figure 4-41 with a very small rigidity 20.0417 N mEI = ⋅ ,  both resonant peaks of rigid 


























































mode and 1st flexible mode bend to left (softening process), while there is no clue for the 
hardening process.  We can see that for a soft beam with sufficient large excitation force 
1f  , changing the length of gaps does not have much effect on the result. The larger the 
gaps, the higher the primary resonant peak and the smaller the 1st flexible resonant peak.  
 
Figure 4-41. Frequency response for different iδ  with 20.0417 N mEI = ⋅ , 
0 15 Nf = . 
 
Figure 4-42. Frequency response for different c  with 20.0417 N mEI = ⋅ , 0iδ =
0 15 Nf = . 














































Similarly, the frequency response is dominated by the rigidity for a soft beam so that 
the property of the springs do not have a substantial influence. As Figure 4-42 shows, a 
small damping ( 0.2c =  ) causes the chaos of the system around its natural frequency, for 
the excitation frequency between the 1st and 2nd resonances, there are always two stable 
solutions. With different initial conditions, the vibration amplitudes differ a lot which show 
the damp is very important for decreasing the nonlinearity of the system.  
On the other hand, either increasing the period excitation 1f  or decreasing the 
constant load 0f  adds the nonlinearity to the system. As shown in Figure 4-43, for a small 
period excitation force 1 0.5f N= , the response around its primary resonance is linear 
( 12.5 rad/sω ≈ ). For a large excitation force 1 1.5 Nf = , the primary resonance 
( 12 rad/sω = ) does not increase as we expect while the 1st flexible resonance increases 
fast and bend to the left at a constant rate when 14 rad/sω < . Besides, the curve is erratic 
between 12 rad/sω =  and 13 rad/sω = . 
 
Figure 4-43. Frequency response for different 1f  with 
20.0417 N mEI = ⋅ , 0iδ =
0 15 Nf = . 

























The influence of the constant load 0f  is shown in Figure 4-44. When 0 10f N= , the 
system has the largest nonlinearity but the resonant peak is not high. For a larger constant 
load ( 0 20f N= ), the system is linear around its primary resonant frequency 12.3 rad/sω ≈  , 
while the 1st flexible resonant peak bends to the left hardly.  
 
Figure 4-44. Frequency response for different 0f  with 
20.0417 N mEI = ⋅ , 0iδ = . 
As all the plots with small rigidity shown above, we do not see the obviously 
hardening process even with a relative large gaps length in Figure 4-41.  

























Figure 4-45. Flexible beam model with 40 springs. 
 
Table 4-2. Constant parameters for model in Figure 4-45 (if unspecified). 
1 kg/mAρ =  1 mL =  
1 kgm =  5N =
5 N/mk =  0.5 mx =  
0.03 Ns/mc =  0 10 Nf =  
1 1 Nf =  EI  is variable 
 
Now we expand the model to a more generic situation, with a large number of springs 















=    
where σ  is the variance and μ  is the mean value. From the frequency response plot shown 
in Figure 4-46, with large standard deviation, the primary resonant peak shifts to the left 
and its value tends to become larger. This is also true for flexible resonant peaks around 
10 rad/sω = . As expected, the response curve also bends to the left when the amplitude is 























sufficient large. The “amplitude jumps’ appear in the primary resonance indicates that the 
existence of the symmetric breaking branches.  
 
Figure 4-46. Frequency response for different σ  with 21.67 N mEI = ⋅ . 
If we increase the resolution of the plot to 0.01 rad/sΔ =  and focus on the region ω   
from 10 rad/s  to 15 rad/s , we can have the following frequency response diagrams. Figure 
4-47 is the response for all the springs have same length ( 0σ = ), it can be seen that the red 
curve (upsweep) has two breakpoints (a) and (e). When the frequency is smaller than 
breakpoint (a), the beam is not totally lift off and it keeps horizontal during the vibration. 
It is the same for a sufficient large frequency as breakpoint (e) shows. The blue branch is 
with symmetric solution but the red one is not for point (b), and vice visa for point (c). 
However, the symmetry is broken when the frequency is between point (b) and point (d), 
the lift-off point is always bias as Figure 4-47 (c) shows. Besides, all the solutions are in 
one period time, which indicates there is no stable period doubling branches. 



















σ=0.11   →
σ=0.062 →
σ=0.044 →
σ=0         →
σ=0.11   ←
σ=0.062 ←
σ=0.044 ←









  (a)                        (b)                        (c)                        (d)                       (e) 
Figure 4-47. Primary resonance peak with 21.67 N mEI = ⋅ , 0σ =  (all springs have 
same length). 
 

































































































































































































































































































































































































Next, with a random distributed gaps, the system is no longer symmetric. From 
Figure 4-48, Figure 4-49 and Figure 4-50, for the different standard deviations of the 
normal distribution, the frequency response plots all contain two branches around the 
primary resonant frequency, which is similar to the zero standard deviation case. When the 
frequency is in the specific region, the asymmetric modes are excited and makes the beam 
vibrate both translational and rotational sharply as it reaches the resonant frequency. The 
excitation of the asymmetric modes prohibits the beam from hanging in the air, which is 
not stable. Besides, from Figure 4-49 and Figure 4-50, a small change of the standard 
deviation ? makes totally diffident views. The two resonant peaks are connected with each 
other in Figure 4-49 while they are separated in Figure 4-50, which shows the highly 











  (a)                      (b)                         (c)                        (d)                        (e) 
Figure 4-48. Primary resonance peak with 21.67 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.044 mσ = . 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































  (a)                       (b)                        (c)                        (d)                          (e) 
 Figure 4-49. Primary resonance peak with 21.67 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.062 mσ = . 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































  (a)                       (b)                        (c)                        (d)                       (e) 
 Figure 4-50. Primary resonance peak with 21.67 N mEI = ⋅ , 0.066 mσ = . 
From Figure 4-51, with a smaller rigidity 20.25 N mEI = ⋅ , we can see two 
resonances close with each other and both show the nonlinear behavior. The primary 























































































































































































































































































































































































































resonance is quite similar as we what we analyzed previous. While the 1st flexible mode 
resonant peak is with higher amplitude and tends to bend to the left without any breaking 
branches. From the modes’ shape shown in Figure 4-51 (b), the beam vibrates 
symmetrically in one period and there is not a moment for the beam totally lift-off. Even 
though the frequency for the beam has the largest vibration amplitude, most part of the 
beam is still in contact with the foundation. The possible explanation is, 1st flexible mode 
resonance is mainly due to the bend of the beam, while the whole beam’s vertical position 
does not change a lot, which is different from the primary resonance that is dominated by 
the translational mode shape. 
 
 
Figure 4-51. Frequency response with 20.25 N mEI = ⋅ , 0σ = . 
 


































(a)                                       (b)                                        (c) 
Figure 4-51.?Continued. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, several nonlinear models were simulated to determine the effects of 
the gaps on the system response. Phenomena resulting from lift-off and symmetric breaking 
were identified, and the effect of excitation, constraint force, damping coefficient and 
number of springs on the response of the system is studied. 








































































































































































































































Different modes of the system response exhibit many of the same nonlinear 
behaviors, including softening, hardening and both. Besides, when the gaps are right closed 
at static condition, the primary resonance is symmetric and many sub-harmonic and super-
harmonic resonances appear in the frequency response. Phenomena unique to the multi-
DOF systems include period doubling bifurcation, symmetrical breaking branch and 
chaotic phenomenon. These phenomena usually appear when the free-free beam loses 
contact with all the springs. 
The following conclusions about the relationship between the parameters and 
nonlinear system response are drawn. The gap’s parameter 0z , which represents the static 
behavior of the beam is the most important parameter related to bending tendency in 
frequency response. A positive, zero and negative value of 0z  corresponds to the gaps 
being closed, right closed and open at static condition respectively. And the phenomenon 
where a resonant peak bends in both directions occurs only for a negative value of 0z . 
Otherwise, the peak bends only to left (softening process) no matter how large excitation 
is.  
The excitation force 0z  ( 1F  after non-dimensionalization) determines the strength of 
the nonlinearity in the system. For a sufficiently small value of 1f   the system will show 
linear behavior when it reaches steady state. While a sufficiently large excitation force 
causes the lift-off of the beam, which corresponds to the softening phenomenon in the 
frequency response and the mean value for the displacement also increases. If the excitation 
force is not large enough to liftoff the beam but can close the gaps corresponding to 




The damping ratio ζ   has similar influence on frequency response as the excitation 
force 1f  . The nonlinear nature of the response deceases quickly as the damping ratio 
increases. However, adding the damping to the system can only flatten the resonant peaks. 
For the response far away from the resonant frequencies, 1f   has larger effect on the 
response. This behavior is similar to that of a linear system. 
For a system with rotational DOF ( 2n > ), the nonlinear bifurcation branches also 
show up apart from the nonlinear bending phenomenon when the beam is totally lift-off. 
The result of nonlinear bifurcation branches is that the response has a time period double 
as that of excitation. Under extreme situations, and pitchfork bifurcation appears instead of 
period doubling bifurcation, which makes symmetric system asymmetric. All these 
branches have lower vibration amplitude than that of the main branch but they are not 
always stable, showing saddle-node bifurcation or torus bifurcation. For a highly nonlinear 
system, the frequency response is very irregular and sensitive to the parameters.  
Chaotic phenomenon appears in the response when the resonant peak bends in both 
the directions. It initially starts from a period doubling branch and then bifurcates into a 
torus which adds an irrational frequency component to the solution. In that frequency 
region, the system has no stable solution in either branch as observed phase plane diagram. 
The trajectory is a mess but still oscillates between two unstable branches. Changing a 
parameter cause the region to increase in size or disappear. In the response obtained using 
frequency sweep method, chaotic region shows the random dots between two branches 




For a flexible beam system that has more than 2 DOFs, the beam’s rigidity EI  is the 
new parameter introduced. A beam with large EI  can be treated as a rigid beam and can 
be analyzed considering only the first 2 modes ( 2N = ). For a beam with relatively small
EI , which means the beam’s deformation is comparable to the gaps’ sizes. A third stable 
bifurcation branch appears when the beam is liftoff. The higher modes have to be 
considered even when we analyze only the primary resonance. For a flexible beam with 
extremely small EI , the second resonant peak shifts closer to the first one. They both have 
the similar softening behavior when the beam is lift-off, and the hardening behavior cannot 
be observed easily. The springs’ properties are no longer have the dominating effect on the 
system, which means response does not change a lot with change in gaps, stiffness and 
damping of the springs. 
Finally, the model with a large number of springs ( 40n = ) is studied. The gaps are 
no longer even but satisfy the normal distribution. For a uniform foundation with zero gaps, 
the resonant peaks have the largest frequencies and least non-linearity. When the variance 
of the gaps increases, the resonant peaks shift to the left and their amplitudes increase. The 
softening behavior appears several “amplitude jumps” which can be seen from the 
frequency response. From the time domain plot, we can see the asymmetric modes are 






CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary of Research 
In this thesis, the effects of gaps on a free-free beam contact vibrations system’s 
frequency response are studied. The model originally from the automobile’s braking 
system, where the braking material can be treated as an elastic foundation with irregular 
gaps, and the iron disc which fixed to the wheel can be simplified to a one dimensional 
flexible beam.  
Past research can be divided into two categories based on the models. The first model 
is a single-DOF system with piecewise stiffness, the researchers used both analytical and 
numerical methods to investigate the bifurcations and stability for any branches in 
frequency response, as well as the chaotic phenomenon appeared in some certain situations. 
The other one is a flexible beam with infinite modes resting on a uniform elastic foundation. 
The studies carried on this model were mainly on the beam’s performance after lift-off. For 
its frequency response, some details are ignored due to the complication of the problem. 
The methods for these studies can be also be categorized, one is numerical time integration 
(Runge-Kutta method etc.) and the other one is harmonic balance method.  
This study focused on a comprehensive investigation for a generic vibro-impact 




EOM’s for a generic beam-spring contact system. The first two modes were investigated 
in detailed. 
For a system with only the translation degree of freedom (1 mode). The general 
solution for each region was calculated. The numerical shooting technique was presented 
to find the steady-state solution for the EOM’s and the exact time of the beam losing contact 
with the springs. Based on the information above as well as two boundary conditions, the 
complete frequency response was plotted. The stability was analyzed by calculating the 
Floquet multipliers with consideration of each ‘jump’. With different excitation force and 
gaps, the resonant peak has different bending tendency. This also can be witnessed from 
the backbone plot. Overall, both hardening process and softening process can exist at the 
same time.  
For a system with two modes, the rotational DOF was released. After applying 
necessary approximation for simplification. XPPAUT was used to plot the frequency 
response bifurcation plot. The asymmetric mode was excited under the total symmetric 
excitation force showed the instability for a lift-off free-free beam. Double period 
bifurcation and torus bifurcation were discovered around its first resonant frequency, along 
with the chaotic phenomenon for certain frequency. On the other hand, the second resonant 
peak is difficult to excite because the system is linear when the vibration amplitude is small 
compared to the gaps. However, when the gaps were right closed at the equilibrium 
position, the super-harmonic and sub-harmonic phenomenon were still able to be observed 
in the frequency response plot.  
For the flexible beam model, with the effects of the beam’s rigidity, the bifurcations 




influences of excitation force, constraint force, length of gaps, damp and the number of 
springs to the system. The time response and the beam’s moving animation helped us to 
understand the beam’s performance in certain frequency. The most interesting 
phenomenon is that the system lost its symmetry for a large vibration amplitude, while it 
still has the same period as the excitation force. 
5.2 Conclusions 
Several important conclusions can be reached as a result of this research: 
1. The beam’s modes are highly coupled with each other in some cases and cannot be 
ignored when determining the frequency response, especially around the resonance 
frequency. For a total symmetric nonlinear system, the asymmetric mode also possible 
makes a contribution because it may be excited by any small disturbance. In other 
words, the symmetric solution may be not stable when the system has strong 
nonlinearity.  
2. The asymmetric solution of the frequency response has three types. One is on a period-
doubling branch and still global symmetric in two periods of time. The second one is 
with the excited frequency, but the beam inclines to one side most of the time, which 
always appears for preventing the system from large vibration amplitude. The third one 
is a chaotic solution without fixed period, which is caused by the torus bifurcation on 
a period doubling branch. 
3. The super-harmonic and sub-harmonic resonance appear in the frequency response 
when the gaps are right closed for the static position, because in this condition, the 




the two times sub-harmonic resonance is a period-doubling stable branch, while the 
primary resonance is symmetric as a linear one except when the beam totally lift-off. 
4.  For a beam with large rigidity (the bending deformation is small compared with the 
dimension of the gaps), the system can be approximated to a rigid beam model with 
only two-DOF. When the beam is with extreme small rigidity, the internal characters 
of the springs like stiffness, length of gaps and damping coefficient do not have much 
effect on the frequency response. The nonlinearity of the system is presented by the 
softening process when the beam lift off from the foundation.  
5. The 2nd mode’s resonance is not found in the frequency response of a symmetric 
nonlinear system. The 3rd mode’s resonance has the similar softening behavior as the 
primary one, but its symmetry is hardly to be broken. It is because the symmetric 
bending mode’s shape dominating the resonance, the mass center of the beam does not 
leave the elastic foundation.  
6. The nonlinearity of the system is highly sensitive to the gaps’ parameter 0z  , with a 
larger length of gaps or a smaller preload (larger negative value of 0z ), the system will 
has the smaller resonant frequency and higher resonant peak. The nonlinearity 
increases with the excitation force and bifurcation branches may appear when the 
symmetric is broken. 
5.3 Further Research 
There are still many topics that could be explored in this study. The excitation force 




will appear in the frequency response. In reality, physical system is hardly to be totally 
symmetric, and the 2nd mode resonance is worse to be concerned.  
The non-dimensional process can also be applied for the flexible beam model for 
better analyzing the describing parameters. In this thesis, there’s not a unified non-
dimensional process for a generic case. The non-dimensional parameters are only defined 
in single-DOF and two-DOF systems, for multi-DOF system, theses parameters lose their 
physic meaning. 
In parametric analysis, the quantity of nonlinearity has to be defined if it is possible. 
One thought is to define it as the time partial for lift-off in one period. The longer the time 
partial, the stronger the nonlinearity. Alternatively the nonlinearity can be defined as the 
beam’s maximum height after lift-off. Then the diagram for different parameters vs. the 
nonlinearity can be plotted, which may clarify the parameters’ influence. 
For better analyzing the gaps in reality, a 2-D plate may be used instead of a 1-D 
beam. The analytical method is similar, while the computational efforts will increased a 
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Appendix A MATLAB Code (Partial) 

















   F1_2=F1/(2*k*deltai); 






     x0=F0/(2*k);  %% deltai>=0; 
    elseif F0_2>1, 






    j=j+1; 
     
if j==1, 
    y0=-0.6; 
    y0_dot=0.1; 
    OMEGA_2=0.7; 
[y,fval,exitflag]= fsolve(@piecewise0,[y0 y0_dot]); 
  





    y0=int2(1); 
    y0_dot=int2(2); 





[y,fval,exitflag]= fsolve(@piecewise0,[y0 y0_dot]); 
inti(j,:)=[y OMEGA_2 20*s]; 
  
int2=[y OMEGA_2 inti(j-1,:) int2(3) 20*s ]; 
     
else 
    y0=2*inti(j-1,1)-inti(j-2,1); 
    y0_dot=2*inti(j-1,2)-inti(j-2,2); 
    OMEGA_2=2*inti(j-1,3)-inti(j-2,3); 
    dis=20*s; 
  
     
     options=optimset('TolFun',1e-9,'TolX',1e-6); 
[y,fval,exitflag]= fsolve(@piecewise,[y0 y0_dot OMEGA_2 








     
    int0=inti(j,1:2); 
    OMEGA_2=inti(j,3); 
    [z,z_dot]= periodplot(int0); 
   %% 
    q=size(T_matrix,1); 
    if q==1, 
        if T_matrix(1,2)==1, 
            mono_matrix=expm([0 1;0 0]*T_matrix(1,1)); 
        elseif T_matrix(1,2)==2, 
            mono_matrix=expm([0 1;-1 -
2*c/(2*k*m)^(0.5)]*T_matrix(1,1)); 
        elseif T_matrix(1,2)==3, 
            mono_matrix=expm([0 1;-2 -
4*c/(2*k*m)^(0.5)]*T_matrix(1,1)); 
        end 
    elseif q==2, 
        disp('error1') 
    elseif q==3,         
        if (T_matrix(2,2)-T_matrix(1,2))==1, 
            if T_matrix(2,2)==2, 
                S_p1=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
                S_p1i=[1 0; 0 1]; 
                mono_matrix=expm([0 1;0 0]*(T_matrix(3,1)-
T_matrix(2,1)))*S_p1i*expm([0 1;-1 -2*c/(2*k*m)^(0.5)]*(T_matrix(2,1)-
T_matrix(1,1)))*S_p1*expm([0 1;0 0]*T_matrix(1,1)); 
            elseif T_matrix(2,2)==3, 
                S_p2=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
                S_p2i=[1 0; 0 1]; 







            else 
                disp('error2') 
            end 
        elseif (T_matrix(2,2)-T_matrix(1,2))==-1, 
            if T_matrix(2,2)==1, 
                S_p1=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
                S_p1i=[1 0; 0 1]; 




            elseif T_matrix(2,2)==2, 
                S_p2=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
                S_p2i=[1 0; 0 1]; 




            else 
                disp('error3') 
            end 
        end 
    elseif q==4, 
        disp('error4') 
    
    elseif q==5, 
        if T_matrix(2,2)==2, 
            S_p1=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p2=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p1i=[1 0; 0 1]; 
            S_p2i=[1 0; 0 1]; 




T_matrix(1,1)))*S_p1*expm([0 1;0 0]*T_matrix(1,1)); 
        elseif T_matrix(2,2)==1,  
            S_p1=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p2=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p1i=[1 0; 0 1]; 
            S_p2i=[1 0; 0 1]; 






        elseif T_matrix(2,2)==3,  
            S_p1=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p2=[1 0; -2*c/(2*k*m)^0.5 1]; 
            S_p1i=[1 0; 0 1]; 
            S_p2i=[1 0; 0 1]; 









        else 
            disp('error6')  
        end 
                else 
        disp('error7') 
    end 
    Eigval(:,j)=abs(eig(mono_matrix)); 
    A(j)=(max(z)-min(z))/2; 
end 
figure 
 hold on 

















































if (z_dot(j)>=0),     
     if z0<-1, 
    case_status=1; 
elseif (-1<=z0)&&(z0<0) 
    case_status=2; 
elseif z0>=0 
    case_status=3; 
     end 
 elseif (z_dot(j)<0) 
      if 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1<=0, 
    case_status=1; 
elseif (2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1>0)&&(2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)<=0) 
    case_status=2; 
elseif 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0, 
    case_status=3; 
      end 
 else 
     display('big error') 
 end 
      
 for T=[0:del:T_f T_f]; 
      
     if (z_dot(j)>=0), 
      
if z(j)<-1, 
    j=j+1; 
    if case_status==1        
    T_2=T-T0; 
    else  
    display('error=1') 




    end 
    C2=z0+1/OMEGA_2^2*F1_2*sin(OMEGA_2*T0); 
    C1=z0_dot+1/OMEGA_2*F1_2*cos(OMEGA_2*T0); 












    j=j+1; 
   if case_status==2        
    T_2=T-T0; 
   elseif (case_status==1) 
     




   else 
       display('Error=2'); 























%% case 3 z(j)>(1-x0/deltai) 
elseif z(j)>=0 
   j=j+1; 
   if case_status==3        
    T_2=T-T0; 
  
   elseif (case_status==2) 
     




   else 
       display('Error=3'); 































    j=j+1; 
    if case_status==1        
    T_2=T-T0; 
    elseif case_status==2 
  




    else 
        display('Error=4') 
    end 
    C2=z0+1/OMEGA_2^2*F1_2*sin(OMEGA_2*T0); 
    C1=z0_dot+1/OMEGA_2*F1_2*cos(OMEGA_2*T0); 







%% case 2 (2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1>0)&&(2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)<=0) 
elseif (2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1>0)&&(2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)<=0) 
    j=j+1; 
   if case_status==2        
    T_2=T-T0; 
   elseif case_status==3 








       display('Error=5'); 























%% case 3 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0 
elseif 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0, 
   j=j+1; 
   if case_status==3        
    T_2=T-T0; 
  
   elseif (case_status==1)||(case_status==2) 
 display('Error=6') 
































     end 
 end 

















if (z_dot(j)>=0),     
     if z0<-1, 
    case_status=1; 
elseif (-1<=z0)&&(z0<0) 
    case_status=2; 
elseif z0>=0 
    case_status=3; 
     end 
 elseif (z_dot(j)<0) 
      if 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1<=0, 
    case_status=1; 
elseif (2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1>0)&&(2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)<=0) 
    case_status=2; 
elseif 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0, 
    case_status=3; 
      end 
 else 
     display('error') 
end 
  
 for T=0:del:T_f; 
      
     if (z_dot(j)>=0), 
if z(j)<-1, 
    j=j+1; 
    if case_status==1        
    T_2=T-T0; 
    else 








    end 
    C2=z0+1/OMEGA_2^2*F1_2*sin(OMEGA_2*T0); 
    C1=z0_dot+1/OMEGA_2*F1_2*cos(OMEGA_2*T0); 






%% case 2 (-x0/deltai<z(j)<=(1-x0/deltai)) 
 elseif (-1<=z(j))&&(z(j)<0) 
    j=j+1; 
   if case_status==2        
    T_2=T-T0; 
   elseif (case_status==1)||(case_status==3) 
     




   else 
       display('Error!'); 























%% case 3 z(j)>(1-x0/deltai) 
elseif z(j)>=0 
   j=j+1; 
   if case_status==3        





   elseif (case_status==1)||(case_status==2) 
     




   else 
       display('Error!'); 



























    j=j+1; 
    if case_status==1        
    T_2=T-T0; 
    else 




    end 
    C2=z0+1/OMEGA_2^2*F1_2*sin(OMEGA_2*T0); 
    C1=z0_dot+1/OMEGA_2*F1_2*cos(OMEGA_2*T0); 










 elseif (2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)+1>0)&&(2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)<=0) 
    j=j+1; 
   if case_status==2        
    T_2=T-T0; 
   elseif (case_status==1)||(case_status==3) 
    




   else 
       display('Error!'); 























%% case 3 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0 
elseif 2*zeta*z_dot(j)+z(j)>0, 
   j=j+1; 
   if case_status==3        
    T_2=T-T0; 
    elseif (case_status==1)||(case_status==2) 




   else 
       display('Error!'); 






























 y=[(z(j)-z(1)) (z_dot(j)-z_dot(1))]; 
end 
 




%  -                             - 
%  s         -         -         s 
%  s         s         s         s 
%  s         s         s         s 
clc 
clear 
global ro A L n K N w W C a g fn3 U beta f0 f1 fn2 dis 
  
 betaL=[0 0 4.73 7.853 3.5*pi];  % modes*(length of beam) 
ro=1000;   % density of beam 
t=0.01;    % thickness of beam 
b=0.1;     % width of beam 
A=t*b;     % section area of beam 
L=1;       % length of beam 
n=4;       % number of springs 
K=50;      % elastic of springs 
N=length(betaL);   % number of modes 
beta=betaL/L;      % modes  
I=(b*t^3)/12;      % initial of moment 
           % Young's modules 
M=ro*A*L;  % mass of beam 
a=0.5;     % distance of point 
Y=1; 
















    for i=1:n 
        U(j,i)=Unom(j,i); 
    end 
end 
  
xt=zeros(1,N);   
for i=1:N       
    xt(i)=Unom3(dis,i); 
end 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
W0=6;       % min W                 %                     
Wt=12;      % max W                 % 
del=0.1;    % step                  % 
C=0.3;      % damping of spring     % 
f0=10;      % constant force        % 
f1=1;       % period force          % 
gaps=0.16;  % gaps length           % 
E=5E8;      % rigidity of beam      % 
T_res=10000;                        % 












Uxtread=zeros(N,T_res);   %%%% 
Uxtwrite=zeros(round((Wt-W0)/del+1),2*N+3);      %%%% 
Uxtwrite(:,1)=W0:del:Wt; 
 
  w=(beta.^2)*(E*I/ro/A)^(1/2); 
 g=[0;gaps;gaps;0];  % gaps  
  
for W=W0:del:Wt;   
  if W==W0, 
q0=zeros(2*N,1);    % initial condition   
  else 
      q0=q(end,:); 




   
  tspan=linspace(0,16*pi/W,T_res);  
  Uxt2=zeros(1,size(tspan,2)); 
  
 for i=1:20 
[T,q]=ode45('parameter',tspan,q0); 






    height(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))-
min(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    meanvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))+min(Uxt(floor(((1+e
nd):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    maxvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))); 
    minvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=min(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))); 
   q_initial(round((W-W0)/del+1),2:(2*N+1))=q0; 





    Uxt2=Uxt; 
    q0=q(end,:); 
end 
if i==20, 
     height(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))-
min(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
     meanvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))+min(Uxt(floor(((1+e
nd):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    maxvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))); 












   




   if W==Wt, 
q0=zeros(2*N,1);    % initial condition   
  
   else 
   q0=q(end,:); 
   end 
   tspan=linspace(0,16*pi/W,T_res);   
  Uxt2=zeros(1,size(tspan,2)); 
for i=1:20 
[T,q]=ode45('parameter',tspan,q0); 






    height(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))-
min(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    meanvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))+min(Uxt(floor(((1+e
nd):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    maxvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))); 






    Uxt2=Uxt; 




     height(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))-
min(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
     meanvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=(max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2)))+min(Uxt(floor(((1+e
nd):(end+end))/2))))/2; 
    maxvalue(Y,round((W-
W0)/del+1))=max(Uxt(floor(((1+end):(end+end))/2))); 


























global w N fn3 U K C g W f0 f1 fn2 



























global beta L  
if j==1 
     fu=cosh(beta(j)*X);      %  1  
elseif j==2 
    fu=X-L/2;                %  X-L/2 
else       









































Appendix B XPPAUT Code (Two-DOF System) 
1. ODE file (Figure 4-11) 
c1=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1-3^0.5*q3))+1/2)*c     
c2=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1-(3^0.5)/3*q3-g))+1/2)*c 
c3=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1+(3^0.5)/3*q3-g))+1/2)*c 
c4=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1+3^0.5*q3))+1/2)*c 
 
k1=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1-3^0.5*q3))+1/2)*k 
k2=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1-(3^0.5)/3*q3-g))+1/2)*k 
k3=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1+(3^0.5)/3*q3-g))+1/2)*k 
k4=(1/2*4/beta*atan(epsilon*(q1+3^0.5*q3))+1/2)*k 
 
C11=c1+c2+c3+c4 
C12=-3^0.5*c1-(3^0.5)/3*c2+(3^0.5)/3*c3+3^0.5*c4 
C21=-3^0.5*c1-(3^0.5)/3*c2+(3^0.5)/3*c3+3^0.5*c4 
C22=3*c1+1/3*c2+1/3*c3+3*c4 
 
E11=k1+k2+k3+k4 
E12=-3^0.5*k1-(3^0.5)/3*k2+(3^0.5)/3*k3+3^0.5*k4 
E21=-3^0.5*k1-(3^0.5)/3*k2+(3^0.5)/3*k3+3^0.5*k4 
E22=3*k1+1/3*k2+1/3*k3+3*k4 
 
q1'=2*pi/w*q2 
q2'=2*pi/w*(f1*u+f0+(k2+k3)*g-C11*q2-C12*q4-E11*q1-E12*q3) 
q3'=2*pi/w*q4 
q4'=2*pi/w*(-3^0.5/3*k2*g+3^0.5/3*k3*g-C21*q2-C22*q4-E21*q1-E22*q3) 
 
u'=u+beta*v-u*(u^2+v^2) 
v'=-beta*u+v-v*(u^2+v^2) 
 
 
bdry q1-q1' 
bdry q2-q2' 
bdry q3-q3' 
bdry q4-q4' 
 
bdry u' 
bdry v'-1 
 
init q1=0.098459,q2=0.13633,q3=0,q4=0,u=0,v=1 
par 
w=6,beta=6.28318530718,g=0.1666667,f0=10,f1=1,k=50,c=0.3,epsilon=5000 
 
aux disp=q1-0.9353*q3 
@ maxstor=100000,total=1,dt=0.001 
Done 
 
 
